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Since 2003
We started in a garage in 2003 and now 

employ over 100 Americans including 

former military and veterans.
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Nano Indoor

Power
Lithium battery with patent-pending magnetic 

connector, low-voltage, and AC power options.

Design
Nano shades were created to exemplify 

any design, decor, or color imaginable.
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Touch
Motion

Accordian

Ripplefold

Pinch Pleat

Veil Indoor

Seamless 
Decor

Soften your room with our luxurious floor 

to ceiling motorized drapery.

For absolute simplicity, Veil can be deployed 

by a simple, swift tug on the fabric.



Completely
Sealed

Keep bugs out but your AC in. With our 

Shyzip™ sealed enclosure you can add new 

space for entertainment and fun!

Safety

Built in obstruction detection stops and 

reverses your Zen shade preventing 

damage or injury.

Box

Roll
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Wired
When the absolute best connection is desired, our 

direct wire ecosystem is the sure choice.

For the ultimate in flexibility, choose our wireless 

technology built on world-wide standards.

Wireless

RS 485BluetoothZigbee 3.0



AutomationVoice

Your Thought-free 
Smart Home

One of the coolest things in the 

world is when your house works for 

you. Our shading systems connect 

with all major control systems and 

types such as voice command, or 

even astronomical clock, all which 

can be programmed by your 

authorized SI dealer.

Touch



Controls and
Connectivity

Our complete eco-system ensures 

that no matter how you are 

powering your shades, we have the 

control option you need.

ConnectivityControls

 

 

  Smoove
RTS Wall Switch

 Decoflex Wirefree
RTS Wall Switch

 Decoflex
SDN Wall Switch

Telis
RTS Remote

Sunis
RTS Sensor

Telis
RTS Timer

 

RTS & Zigbee Controller
LinkPro Z

IP Control Gateway
SIFI

MyLink
RTS Controller

Beecon
Zigbee Controller

Situo
RTS/Zigbee Remote 8 Shade Hub

Janus





Become an
SI Pro

When you become an SI Pro you are not 

simply joining a group of trained 

professionals, you are joining a family of 

individuals who all care centrally for 

your success.

Design & Installation
Our authorized dealers are trained in the art of 

creating personalized experiences that make your 

home a dream home. Screen Innovations dealers are 

master craftsmen and can ensure your custom 

technology matches perfectly to your lifestyle.

World Class Solution
We started SI with one goal, to give people 

something they never had before. That passion still 

drives our design and solutions-oriented product 

innovation.

Proven Success
When working with an SI authorized dealer, you can 

rest on the training and knowledge they’ve received 

from not only their own extensive experience but 

also over 40 combined years of experience in our 

proven processes.



Fabric For
Any Design

With access to thousands of fabric 

types, colors and options, rest assured 

we’ve got your windows covered.



SI Design
Services

We are not a traditional manufacturer 

and dealer, we are partners. Why? We 

are customers too, and we know the 

importance of doing the job once and 

doing the job right.




